Kelly To Grace Annenberg Gala

City Appoints Wells To Crime Task Force

By I. PETER CANELO

The city of Philadelphia's new crime prevention director, Wells, has already announced his intention to make safety a top priority for the task force.

Wells, who is also a member of the Mayor's Commission on Women, said that the task force will address issues of concern to women. "One of the Commission on Women's priorities is improving safety in the public transit system."
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News In Brief
Reagan To Bolster Aid to Israel, Egypt

WASHINGTON — Israel and Egypt, the largest recipients of U.S. economic and military aid, are due to receive hefty increases, Administration officials said, as President Reagan has his way. Still, neither is expected to get as much aid as it requested, in line with Administration judgments.

Reagan plans to boost military assistance to Israel, at least $10 million, to a total of $8 billion, while Egypt’s defense aid would be raised $400 million, to $1 billion, in the fiscal year that starts Sept. 1.

The increases, which are to be decided on the basis of such factors as the current military situation, are subject to the same limitations as before. The annual economic aid is expected to be $1.7 billion.

The aid to Israel has been increasing proportionately faster in recent years than the aid to Egypt, which has been level.

The two countries also receive substantial amounts of economic aid. For Israel, that amounts to $400 million in the current fiscal year, for a total of $1.2 billion over the past 10 years. Egypt’s 1981 budget is about $4 billion, for a total of $19.6 billion over the past decade. U.S. officials expect Mubarak’s plans to reach the Petrodollar boom.

U.S. officials expect Mubarak to reach an agreement with the Free Press in the near future, according to reports from the Middle East.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Recording Session In Progress

Yearbook Portrait Sittings Begin Monday, Feb. 1, and Last All Week.

Sign Up In Advance From 1-4 P.M. In The Yearbook Office. 36th And Hamilton Walk.

INTRODUCING EASTERN ON-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE.

New Eastern on campus representative can give you valuable travel information. Anything from group trips and convention planning to your own personal travel needs.

Whatever your travel questions, ask them on campus first. Then for specific laws and regulations, call the local Eastern reservations office.

The Tinker Lectures and The Committee on Latin American and Iberian Studies present
ALBERT FISHLOW
Professor of Economics, Yale University
"LATIN AMERICA: OPEN ECONOMIES AND CLOSED POLITICS?"
Tuesday, Feb. 2, 4:00 p.m.
IL-Room, Houston Hall

MAMMA OHARA'S FAVORITE
Spaghetti Nite
TONIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT
(RED OR WHITE SAUCE
$3.95 EAM)
EVERY TUESDAY

Mama's Favorites

EASTERN AIRLINES
IS PROUD TO INTRODUCE A NEW CAMPUS RESOURCE.

RECORDED ANNUALLY IN THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
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said. "It should be a really smashing glamorous and exciting. and dancing to the music of the Petei the group will join the march tor its the Universit) on Saturday, Feb. 13, she expects the atmosphere to be and tributes to Kelly.

"All kinds of exposure will he good for the center. Corrinn announced that, he said. "only the president can around the country and do things" Hackney. meanwhile, was his appointment treed Hackney to an instant favorite with the Trustees and the University's chief executives. when the central body of the University comes together, the kind of thing that doesn't happen in Philadelphia very often." The center is currently negotiating a proposal with the Atlantic Richfield Corporation for the donation of 35 millimeters film-projector equipment. Vaughan said. He explained that, in order to purchase $150 tickets to the black-

Dialogue On Thought

A unique group that encourages informal student faculty interaction, over dinner, at shows, and at long weekends in the country. There is more to learning than a classroom.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

TODAY 8:30,
HRE ROOFTOP LOUNGE

Students and Faculty Invited
Confusing Numbers

"There are lies, damn lies, and then there are statistics." By Peter Lucey, The Daily Pennsylvanian

The context of the admissions controversy tabulations of minority admissions figures have made these immene-

tally, daunting words of Mark Twain a reality once

again. And in addition to looking roolish, the VI

statistics."

administrations' fiscal year 1983 budget. The final

actually declined from last year, then the Admissions

administrations as a whole. By Robin Davis, The Daily Pennsylvanian
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From sentimental...

to just plain silly...

THE BOOK STORE
has dozens of VALENTINE'S gift ideas...

Stationery and Cards

Candy
Tiny chocolate hearts to impressive imported sweets

Mugs with a message

Cuddly stuffed animals

just to say...

THE BOOK STORE
University of Pennsylvania

3729 Locust Walk
(215) 243-7595
NEW LONDON STYLE
PIZZA

...WE NOW DELIVER TO STUDENTS

16 pm - 12:30 am

- Expanded menu includes:
  • Stromboli
  • Small/Large Pizzas
  • Sticks
  • Hoagies, Steaks

10% Discount for Students

Open:
Monday-Friday 11 am - 1 am
Saturdays 12 noon - 1 am

The Ben. Franklin Society Presents

The Reagan Administration: one year later. A critical look.

After one year, how does Reagan Rage...

...on Social Issues
aff. action, women's rights, New Federalism

Ted: Feb. 2
Panel:
Wendy Borsher, White House aide
Dr. Mark Blitz, dep. dir. Action

...on Foreign Policy
Ireland, Poland, Soviet Union

Wed: Feb. 3
Panel:
Prof. John Thompson, Villanova U.
Dr. Miron Wolnicki,
Mr. John Lukas, Leade' V.

...with the PRESS
T.V., radio, The DP

Thu: Feb. 4
Panel:
Prof. William Kristol, U. of P.
Mr. Bernie Yoh, A.I.M.

(The continued from page 1)

Nancy Goddard

Thanks for your help with the layout.

You should not be left out of the box anymore.

---

'Think of a career that you enjoy and
make it meaningful.',

The...
The Mermen did get some nice
surprises this weekend. After
reaching the ashes of his cigar clinging to his
lips. “It was also sets well referced.
“Mr. Cageli remarked, 
111 obnoxious reporter asked him.

The Truth: No they weren’t. The
Quakers are back.”

Meanwhile, the men’s losing streak
ended on Saturday as the best in
Navo. The defeat dropped the
team’s mark to 1-8. I’m not sure
who came out of David Huyper who
was the starting goalie, but
particularly the
cities - they scored 24 in the last
game - and he hasn’t exactly been
burning them up either, so I would
assume that Pagano’s was safe
tonight.”

The Miposport Freshmen
places probably don’t understand the
rhythm of a Penn-Princeton contest
until they are around for a year or so.

The Truth: Penn’s Kevin Warren is a
freshman and this is the first time he
had to say about his Red, Blue, and
Orange and Black jamboree: “It was
our first game together. I’ve been told,
told that and watched Penn
Princeton games, but you really can’t
date the full impact until you’ve
played in one.

“I really wanted to win because first
of all, it was on national TV. So
Hob Weinhauer was saying after the
last week, the Tigers lost to Colgate
that wouldn’t always clinch it either,
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Widening the gap and possibly even offensive anymore, but they usually perform with a little less intensity and a lot more subservience. Just go see if you have to get a scholarship or livelihood from them.

---

The Misconception: All Penners are skinny, very skinny.

The Truth: None of the Penners fans—except for the many fans who were concerned about the lack of Penners personnel at the Big 5 showdown—had ever heard of such a notion. But among the many fans of the team, no one had ever heard of such a proposition. It was an idea that had been condemned by one with a great deal of authority.

---
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